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ELECTION	 RESULTS
The election for Officers of the Swiss American Stamp Society has been completed . The

President, Vice President, Secretary and Editor were elected with no opposition (although
the offices of Secretary and Editor did receive one write-in vote for Snoopy and Woodstock : '.)

The new Treasurer is Captain Charles LaBlonde . Our thanks go to Herb DuRussel, our outgoing

Treasurer, for a job well done . Officers for 1974 are:

President :

	

Jan Donker, 16 St . Mary Road, Burlington, Mass . 01803
Vice President: Allan Sullivan, P . O . Box 3, Portland, Oregon 97207
Treasurer :

	

Capt . Charles LaBlonde, 17 Vandenberg Drive, Tullahoma, Tenn . 37388
Secretary :

	

Robert T . Clarke, 1338 Naples Drive, Dallas, Texas 75232
Editor :

	

Robert T . Clarke	 "
""

	

"

Director Sales

Circuit :

	

Felix X . Ganz, 1130 S . Michigan Ave ., Apt . 3303, Chicago, Ill . 60605

EDITOR'S	 NOTE
This month's HELVETIA HERALD comes to you with a conservation theme in mind!! In order to

reduce the q uantity of paper, and combat increased postage costs, I have reduced the size
of the Herald so that the eight pages now fit on two 8½ x 14 inch sheets . I found this

arrangement to be the best . Unless I get vociferous opposition to this new size l will

use it for all HELVETIA HERALD issues during 1974.

1974	 DUES
This issue is the first one of the new year and that also means that dues of $3 .00 are

now payable . A stamped envelope, addressed to the Treasurer is included for your

convenience . Please take a minute now and send your dues today . Some of our new members

are paid through 1974 and the above note does not apply to them.

If a Red "X" appears in the box to the right, you owe dues for 1974 .

	

,
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1973 TREASURER'S REPORT
RECEIPTS

	

DISBURSEMENTS

	

BALANCE FOR1973

Dues for 1973

	

$300 .00

	

Postage for mailing HH $155 .00
Advertisements $ 80 .00

	

Miscl . postage

	

$ 8 .00
Sales Circuit

	

Herald printing

	

$175 .00

	

Total receipts $465 .00

net receipts

	

$ 55 .00

	

Advertising for SASS

	

$ 10 .00

	

Total expenses $372 .00
Bal . from 1972 $ 30 .00

	

Stationery

	

$ 15 .00

Bank check charges

	

$ 9 .00

TOTAL RECEIPTS $465 .00

	

TOTAL EXPENSES

	

$372 .00

	

BALANCE

	

$ 93 .00

Membership for 1973 was 100 .

Respectfully submitted,

Herbert E . DuRussel
Treasurer, 1973

A SASS WELCOME TO:
Mr . Mark Weiner

	

Dr . Gaetano A . LoPresti
4890 Fulton

	

4604 N . Federal Highway
Montreal, Canada H3W 1V3

	

Ft . Lauderdale, Florida 33308

NEW MEMBERSHIP	 DIRECTORY
I plan to issue a new Membership Directory for SASS and it will come out with the
March, 1974 issue . All members who have paid their dues for 1974 will be listed,
those who haven't, won't .

	

I will check with Capt . LaBlonde the last week in February
to get an up-to-date list from our new Treasurer.

ZUMSTEIN SPECIALIZED SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN CATALOG

recently received a short note from Mr . Hertsch of Zumstein & Cie . regarding the new
1974 Zumstein Switzerland Specialized Catalog .

	

It is planned for publication in the
Spring of 1974 . As of this writing the exact date and price are not yet known . I for
one am looking forward to seeing the new edition and thought I would pass on this tidbit
of information to each of you.

A SHORT NOTE FROM THE EDITOR
Our advertisers have helped to support SASS and the publication of the Helvetia Herald
through their advertisements in the Herald . The only way they will know if their
advertising dollar, franc or pound is well spent is for you to mention that you saw
their ad in the SASS Helvetia Herald when you order from them . Thanks .
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POSTAL CANCELLATIONS AND MARKINGS

IN SWITZERLAND ANDLIECHTENSTEIN

By Felix Ganz ; Part	 XXVII

SUPPLEMENT TOTHESWISS NAVY ARTICLE

Thanks to the diligence of Mr. Max Hertsch, owner of Zumstein & Co . in Bern,
Switzerland, it is now possible to give some information on "Swiss Ship Mail on
the High Seas", mentioned in December. 1973, but not documented . It also shows how
old one grows because I could have sworn that I had seen (and DID) the article no
more than 5 years ago	 but it appeared in 1963 and 1964 ::

Anyhow, the article, in Berner. Briefmarken-Zeitung No .12-1963, and with a
supplemental bit of information in No.2-1964, originally appeared in Volume XXIII,
No .2/3 of Seaposter, authored by Gene Peterson while the BBZ's addenda were furn-
ished by a Mr. Arno Gottspenn, a German.

Some illustrations of this installment are reproduced from the BBZ thanks to
Zumstein & Co . who, by the way, often are able to fill philatelic wishes and wants
when no one else seems to be able to come up with certain desired items.

The Swiss Merchant Marine fleet was officially decreed by the Swiss Federal
Council on April 9,1941, as a direct result of World War II interruption of in-
ternational trade and trade routes . Flying the Swiss flag, ships on the high seas
at least had a better chance to circumvent various blockades imposed by the war-
ring nations . The first ship was the ancient SS Calanda, first flying a Panamani-
an flag, but from 1941 on the Swiss one . To it came the relic Chasserai (built
1897), Eiger, Elsa S ., Liran, Säntis, St .Cergue, St .Gotthard, Semlen-Lugano , and
the Zürich . After the war ' s end the elderly, (t)rusty vessels were gradually re-
tired and replaced with new ships, such as the Castagnola, Allobrogia, Annunciada,
and even a passenger ship plying between Canada and LeHavre, called SSArosa, plus
many others.

Principal routes were those of Northern Italy (Genoa)--France and West
Africa (Keller Shipping Lines): 5 ships; plus 3 smaller units in the Mediterranean
Sea only ; Sun Lines, or Zürich Shipping Co ., run for Switzerland by Saguenay
Shipping Co ., on the routes Canada--Caribbean ports--England ; Swiss Atlantique
Lines : US gulf ports--Mediterranean ; etc . At the time the original article was
written, the newest ship in the Swiss fleet was the Bregaglia, placed in service
in 1961 between Europe and the Far East.

Earliest cancellation of a Swiss stamp in a foreign harbor, as known to Mr.
Peterson took place in 1952, in Ciudad Trujillo (Dominican Republic) . Others are
known into the 1960s, and if one knows someone on a Swiss ocean vessel, plus gets
a purser who remembers the international UPU regulations concerning posting of
mail on the high seas and delivery of such mail BY THE PURSER to the specific
harbor official, then it will most likely still be possible to avail oneself of
a representative collection of letters with Swiss stamps, posted on the high seas
and canceled somewhere on the globe.

Below are shown a few of these foreign paquebot strikes on Swiss stamps :
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At the top heading of this installment are shown* (left) PAQUEBOT TRINIDAD,
and (right) SHIP'S MAIL(?) NASSAU . To the right is one illustration of a Swiss
stamp canceled in LIVORNO (Leghorn) in Italy by that city's
regular cds, in 1962 -- without an added " ship mail " mark.

A very strange aspect of this entire matter (which also
applies to mail posted on a Swiss ship on the river Rhine, . as
evidenced by a piece illustrated in a first supplement to
this article on ship posts) however, is provided by the
Swiss PTT itself (at least was in the 1960s) because while
letters posted on Swiss ships on the oceans, with Swiss
stamps, were honored in the international mails wherever
the addressee lived, such letters when addressed to some-
one in Switzerland itself were treated as postage-due items . An inquiry at the
Swiss PTT's headquarters elicited the reply that "Swiss postage stamps may only
be used if a vessel flying the Swiss flag actually is equipped with a regular
post office that cancels all posted items with its own canceller and which
abides by the regulations governing the handing over of such mail to the harbor

post office in the respective foreign country . This is not the case inasmuch as
no Swiss ship on the high seas is equipped with a post office . "

May then every other postal administration in the world accepts and deliv-
ers letters coming from Swiss ships, and why Switzerland herself does not, is
one of these pleasant mysteries that boggle stamp collector ' s and postal histo-
rians' minds.

As an afterthought : the author of this article will happily pay $5 for the
first five covers with Swiss postage stamps ON LETTER, canceled anywhere in this
world with a paquebot strike or a regular cds . That is : $5 for each letter .
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THE BULLETIN BOARD
This is a new column in the Herald and was suggested by one of our members, Karl Sharp.
As designed now it will be monthly and is intended for members to place messages or

notes about their particular specialties and interests in Swiss stamps . The following
two items should give you an idea of the type of "article" to be included under this
heading .

	

I intend to run the column on a trial basis for six months and see if it
receives favorable reaction from the members . Another new column, THE MARKETPLACE,
is designed to accommodate specific items for sale . Or members may offer their material
through Herald advertisements if they wish . Advertising rates for 1974 are listed
elsewhere in this issue.

We hope that many of you will take advantage of contacting other members who have similar
collecting interests as you through this new column, THE BULLETIN BOARD . Submit all
notes to the Editor.

1. SWISS REFUGEE AND INTERNMENT CAMPS :

	

One of our members is participating in a
study of known cancellations of the refugee and internment camps of Switzerland.

It is a vast field (there are a rumored 1140 camps in the World War II period alone),

and little or nothing exists in the form of available references . Approximately 300
different cancellations have been identified and authenticated to date, but assistance
is needed to further the compilation.

SASS members who may have Swiss internment camp covers in their collections can be of
considerable help on this study . They are urged to report the cancellations and other

markings contained on their covers to Karl Sharp, 	 1336 White Oak Drive, Verona, Pennsyl -

vania	 15147. A xerox copy of pertinent covers would aid considerably in identifying
and authenticating the usage involved.

2. SWISS DESCRIPTIVE TABS :

	

From 1943 to the present the Swiss Pro Juventute
issues depicted flowers, butterflies, bugs, birds etc . The bottomselvedge

on these issues contains the name of the organism pictured on . the stamp . These are

printed in 4 languages, German, French, "Italian", and Latin . There are side inscr -
iption tabs as well on the 1964-present issues . The Pro Patria 1958-62 and 1964
issues also contain descriptive tabs in three languages . Does anyone out there in
SASS land collect these???

	

I do, and I'd like to contact other collectors who do.
Drop me a line . Bob Clarke,	 1338 Naples Drive,	 Dallas, Texas 75232.

THE MARKETPLACE
This column is also a new service for all members of SASS and it is reserved for our

members only .

	

In this column you may list items that you have for sale, but such
advertisements must be limited to no more than 20 words per item.

While the SASS Sales Circuit will continue to serve as a suitable sales vehicle formost
duplicates and lots of our members, very expensive items (over $25-50) or bulky lotssuch
as "225 Soldier Stamps WWI on cover" or "five kilos of 19th . century Swiss mixture',etc
might have a better chance of being sold by such an announcement rather that in theSales

Circuit.

The procedure will be as follows : The member desiring to sell items sends a concise,
brief description of the stamp(s) or lot(s) to the Editor and the message will be listed.
in the following issue of the Herald . Please include selling price and, of course,	 your
name and address . Any member interested in a certain item can then contact theseller
directly . There will be no charge for this service at this time, and the salewill
remain strictly a matter between seller and buyer .

	

Please do not send in more thanthree

lot descriptions per month per person .
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ANOTHER NOTE FROM THE EDITOR . . . "help".
In November I received a note from a SASS member who volunteered to do some small
sketches or art work for the Herald . Sometime during a Thanksgiving trip to Ohio
and the turmoil of Christmas preparations (we have four boys, age 4 - 10) I have,
embarassingly, totally misplaced the letter and it has not turned up even after a
thorough ransacking of my desk . Would that member be so kind to, first accept 	 my
apologies for losing the note, and secondly, make a couple of appropriate ske tches,

one for "THE BULLETIN BOARD" and one for "THE MARKETPLACE '' , that can be used for
these column headings?

	

Thanks . (RTC)

SASS MEMBERSHIP FORM
Included with this month's issue of the Helvetia Herald is an application form
for membership in SASS . I'm sure some of you know another collector of Swiss
stamps who is not a member of SASS . Here is your chance to let him (her) know of
our Society . If you need additional application forms, drop the Editor a line .
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Miniature Sheet for the International Postage Stamp
Exhibition INTERNABA 1974, Basel

The international postage stamp exhibition INTERNABA
1974 — UPU Centenary —will be held from 7 to 16 June
1974 in the halls of the Swiss Fair in Basel . This
stamp exhibition sponsored by FiP marks the cente-
nary of the Universal Postal Unior, which was founded
in Berne in 1874 and whose International Bureau
has had its seat in this city ever since . At the re-
quest of the Association of Swiss Philatelic Socie-
ties the PTT will bring out a perforated souvenir sheet
on this occasion . The net proceeds from the sale of
the miniature sheet will be used to meet the cost
of the exhibition and to promote philately . The old
cantonal messen gers of Basel, Zug, Uri and Schwyz
have been chosen as stamp pictures . They have been
taken from a 13-card set by F . Boscovits » The Official
Messengers of the XIII Old Cantons » , whose originals
are the property of the PTT-Museum in Berne . The mi-
niature sheet was designed by Messrs . Hélio Cour-
voisier S . A . in La Chaux-de-Fonds, who also did
the printing in 5-colour photogravure . The stamps of
the block may be used separately.

for full details write to:
Philatelic Service Office, PU
Parkterrasse 10,
3000, Bern, Switzerland
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